
Rory Duff June 2023 mini update newsletter 

 

 
Hi everyone and thank you for reading this short newsletter. It is really just an update on activities 

you may be interested in. We live in times of increasing uncertainty and that is moving us into short 

term planning more and more. This is why I have only added dates for a few months ahead only. 

 

As many of you know, I am trying to be guided more and more by synchronicity. We may know 

something that has to be done - we just don’t sometimes know when and by whom. 

 

Rome update 

I have for a while known about some work that needs to be done in Rome and that it had to be done 

by this coming Summer solstice. This was also to be done in conjunction with some really important 

work repairing a 1st order node in Peru. One of the Emperor Dragon lines that goes though that 

location goes all the way through the 1st order node in Spain and across into Italy just South of 

Rome. 

 

I had initially thought that I may be given some sign to take a group over to Rome at the last minute 

in order to help activate the node on Mount Cavo there. The image at the start of this newsletter 

shows the beautiful location of this node. 

 

This node is of extreme importance as a type 4 alignment runs from the node there, right through 

the centre of Rome. Events last weekend finally threw light on what will be now happening and I will 

mention more on this shortly. First though, here is an update on why the work is necessary. 

 

This type 4 alignment running through Rome used to form a node in the centre of the city at the 

pyramid of Romulus. However this pyramid is no longer in existence as it was deliberately taken 

down and the node was broken. It can now be repaired. 

 

The significance of doing this energy work from Peru to the heart of Rome cannot be 

underestimated – especially as the node in Peru is the last 1st order node in the World that needs to 



be repaired. Once done, the whole Emperor Dragon field of energy will be complete and able to 

pour huge amounts of light and love through its network of lines. 

 

This will shine a huge amount of divine light right into the heart of Rome where it will drive positive 

change in many ways and into the surrounding areas.  

 

You might rightly ask at this point why this might be necessary and what might this do.  

 

For those of you who would like to know more, I would direct you to research the 3rd secret of 

Fatima.  

 

If you have not read my July 2022 newsletter, you will find some details under the Fatima prophecies 

section. 

 

We have further relevant information provided to us by Father Martin and some of this can be seen 

in this video. 

 

Did Malachi Martin Leak The Real Third Secret Of Fatima? (23mins) 

Father Martin was the Secretary to Pope John 13th. He too had read the 3rd secret of Fatima. In his 

own words he says ‘There is wholesale Apostacy in the Catholic church – ‘There are Papabili (People 

who could be elected Pope) who are Apostate. (Apostates are people who rebel against the 

fundamental faith who reject God and Christ.) 

 

This, on the face of it, is an incredible indictment against those running the Catholic church.  

 

Father Martin goes on to reveal that the secret implies that huge geopolitical change is coming as 

well as ‘the onslaught of natural powers’. Part of this seems to be another miracle of the skies 

involving the sun and three days of darkness.  

 

Sister Lucia, one of the three children who had been given the three secrets, said in her last 

interview ever ‘Keep your eyes on the skies.’  

 

I have no idea how much Apostacy exists at the top of the Catholic church but, in many ways, we 

don’t need to know because the extra light and love energy that will be sent into Rome and the 

Vatican will only enhance a good person’s ability to do good deeds or it will drive the darkness out. 

Either way the outcome will be positive. 

 

Last weekend, again following a thick vein of synchronicity, I was drawn to run a seminar and a 

meditation on the Saturday in London. The timing of when to do this was provided by a kind request 

to come to the launch of the Sanskrit film series. This is about a pilgrimage type quest by Gaiea 

Sanskrit to rediscover ancient wisdom. The film has been beautifully made and when it comes out, it 

is well worth watching. For more details https://www.gaieasanskrit.com/ 

 

https://roryduff.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/July-2022-Rory-Duff-newsletter.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3AnjIpA44I
https://www.gaieasanskrit.com/


There were many really beautiful souls at the launch and one of them was a lady whose family lived 

in Rome at the foot of Mount Cavo – the location of a key node in the whole process. She was also 

going to be there on the Solstice and was well aware of the exact place of the node. She has very 

kindly agreed to take a small group of people to meditate there during the next harmony time 

gathering on the 20th June. 

 

This now means there is no need for a group of us to go out there to Rome. The Universe had other 

ideas and has kindly gifted us a bit more information on how the whole operation will come about. I 

will report how it all went in my August newsletter. 

 

This now brings me nicely to a question I have been unable to answer until the Rome question had 

been sorted – where was the next gathering for group meditation that I would be facilitating? 

 

The June 20h Harmony time gathering  

 

There are many great group meditation events that have been planned for the 20th around the 

World and several of these are on the Sacred Network website for people to join. 

 

We tend to run these events in three meditation sessions. The first is to connect with the energies of 

the place with a mind to see if there is anything we need to be doing. Intuitively this can be given to 

anyone present. 

 

The second meditation then takes place where the intention is set at the outset that is connected to 

any result from the first meditation. What is also included is any other intent that has come through 

in the days leading up to the harmony time. In this case, it will be assisting in the activation of the 

newly repaired node in Peru. In this June gathering we will be joining in with the group of 33 people 

who have travelled from around World to the special location in Peru where the node is being 

repaired.  

 

The local Elders from the nearby village will be joining in the ceremony as they will become the 

guardians of this site – a place where it has only recently been discovered that pre-Megalithic 

polygonal masonry can be found. It is also a site that is also hardly ever visited by tourists. 

 

In the third meditation, we tend to suggest that people set their initial intent on more personal 

matters like the health of a loved one or to ask for more synchronicity in their lives in order to find 

and stay on their path. 

 

This June, I am going to be returning to Oliver’s castle near Devizes in Wiltshire. We have had some 

spectacular meditations there and there is room for many people as well as plenty of room for 

parking. 

 

So if you can make it please join me. We meet at the end of the dirt track road at 11.30am and head 

to the node for a midday start. 

 



This year though, we will be holding another group meditation at 2pm and one at 4pm. If you would 

like to be part of the activation of the Peru node, please do also come along. If you cannot make 

those times due to work commitments, I am sure there will be people who are going to be 

meditating there at 6pm too.  

 

I do have to mention that there are no facilities of any kind at the site so please do come prepared. 

 

 

Events coming up for 2023 

If anyone would like to join me on any of the following events, I have been kindly asked to do the 

following talks and I will be running the following courses on these days. If the demand is there, I will 

look to run more courses.  

 

There is already a priority list for the level 1 and level 2 dowsing courses and the node care course so 

if you have asked to be placed on this list, please do let me know if you can make it as soon as 

possible. Just to remind you that you cannot do the level 2 dowsing course unless you have done the 

level 1 course.  

 

The node care course will be preceded by a zoom call, at an earlier date, for all people coming along. 

I will be going through a series of slides that will help you learn more about nodes and energy lines.  

 

This will mean that the day everyone gets together will be spent doing practical things. To do this 

course, you also need to have done the level one dowsing course. If you are interested and you have 

not already told me, please just register you interest in doing this course. I will be sending out details 

soon about venues and timings. 

 

 

2nd - 4th June - Betterway conference Bath. Online tickets are still available. I have been kindly invited 

to do a 10 min talk and to be on a panel on the Sunday evening. My talk is on ‘Our evolving 

consciousness – a better way forward’. The only tickets now available for this are online ones. There 

are some really great speakers this year – have a look by clicking on the link. 

 

20th June –Tuesday gathering Oliver castle – three meditations - Midday, 2pm, & 4pm  

 

9th July - Sunday Level 2 Dowsing course – Venue Bath 

 

16th July - Sunday Node care Dowsing course – Venue to be decided.  

 

23rd July - Sunday Level 1 Dowsing course – Venue Bath 

 

5th August - Saturday – Shine Seminar Summer Celebration in the Forest of Dean. My talk will be on 

‘The path of the Serpent – how to find true freedom in tomorrow’s world’. 

There are some great speakers at this event which is over 3 days 4th – 6th  click here for details 

 

20th August - Sunday Level 1 Dowsing course – Venue Bath 

https://betterwayconference.org/
https://theshineseminars.org/
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/speaker%20list%203%20days%20v1.8%20%20(1).pdf


 

3rd September - Sunday Level 1 dowsing course – Venue Bath 

 

29th October - Sunday Level 2 dowsing course -– Venue Bath 

 

For all dowsing course bookings please click on this link Dowsing courses bookings 

 

Sacred path modules update 

There are a few facilitators now who have gone through all 5 levels of these modules and they will 

be ready soon to run their own groups. I will be helping them to do this too. If you are interested in 

joining a group, please sign up to the Sacred path modules public group on the Sacred Network 

website. I have added more details on the contents of these modules on the forum in that group.  

It will be here that these facilitators will be announcing they are looking for new group members. 

That’s all for now. All I would say is that we are going through some surging energetic times that are 

proving quite tiring. All I can suggest is going with the flow more, purifying physically and 

emotionally and regularly meditating. 

Blessings to you all 

Rory Duff 

 

 

The next main newsletter will be out in August but 

 

https://roryduff.com/dowsing-courses/

